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Abstract
Knowledge of entity histories is often necessary for comprehensive understanding and characterization of entities. Yet, the 
analysis of an entity’s history is often most meaningful when carried out in comparison with the histories of other entities. In 
this paper, we describe a novel task of history-based entity categorization and comparison. Based on a set of entity-related 
documents which are assumed as an input, we determine latent entity categories whose members share similar histories; 
hence, we are effectively grouping entities based on the correspondences in their historical developments. Next, we gener-
ate comparative timelines for each determined group allowing users to elucidate similarities and differences in the histories 
of entities. We evaluate our approach on several datasets of different entity types demonstrating its effectiveness against 
competitive baselines.

Keywords Entity categorization · Entity comparison · Digital history

1 Introduction

Grouping is a common procedure used for organizing, struc-
turing and understanding entity sets. For example, Wikipe-
dia, which is considered the most comprehensive encyclope-
dia, contains over 1.13 million categories [2] which consist 
of multiple members that share some common traits (e.g., 
list of cities in Japan, list of American Nobel Prize winners, 
etc.). However, few existing entity groups and categories 
are based on the common historical patterns of the entities 
which belong to them. Rather, entities tend to be grouped 
solely based on their “present” attributes (e.g., cities in the 
same country, professionals doing similar jobs, car models 
having similar shapes or parameters), while their histories 
are rarely used as the sole basis for grouping. Yet, historical 
aspects are often quite important and, in many cases, the 
history shapes and define the present characteristics of enti-
ties. In fact, quite many entities cannot be fully understood 

without the thorough knowledge of their histories. For exam-
ple, to know a given city well, one definitely needs to study 
its history because the shape, the atmosphere, the character 
and most of other “present” attributes of the city are the 
result of particular historical developments in the past. Simi-
larly, for the case of persons, to understand someone’s career 
or achievements, we try to study the early events in the per-
son’s early life and their impact on the subsequent career. 
Moreover, the histories of certain class of entities directly 
determine their perceived values (e.g., historical buildings 
in touristic cities, antiques, precious stamps). The historical 
accounts related to those kind of objects are strongly associ-
ated with their attractiveness and originality. We thus think 
that constructing history-centered entity groupings can prove 
beneficial in the case of analyzing certain types of entities, 
and it can lead to novel and useful ways of entity understand-
ing and comparison.

How could cities in Asia be grouped according to their 
historical similarities? What are common patterns accord-
ing to which electronic companies were developing in 
Japan? What are the different types of biographies of Ger-
man scientists in the twentieth century? Questions of this 
type are not easy to be answered because analyzing the his-
tories of all the members belonging to a given input entity 
group is quite an arduous task, not to say anything about 
structuring of such a group (e.g., in Wikipedia, there are 
over 530 articles of major cities in Japan alone, where each 
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usually has a long dedicated section describing its history). 
Note that currently entities are usually not grouped based 
on their common histories. For example, there are no dedi-
cated list pages in Wikipedia for subgroups of Japanese cit-
ies or American scientists that would share similar historical 
developments.

To enable history-based entity grouping, we formulate the 
latent history-based category hypothesis, which states that 
entities can be categorized based on the similarity of their 
histories, such that entities included in the same category 
have more similar histories to each other than to ones in 
other categories. Figure 1 shows the example of the three 
latent history-based categories that our approach identi-
fied out of the input collection composed of the histories 
of multiple Japanese cities. In order to group entities based 
on their histories, we devise a concise optimization model 
(OM) approach inspired by the popular affinity propagation 
(AP) algorithm for exemplar-based clustering. A number 
of successful optimization formulations have been devel-
oped for diverse natural language processing tasks such as 
semantic role labeling [28] and document summarization 
[38]. However, to the best of our knowledge, except for our 

work, none has proposed optimization formulation which 
would aim at history-driven categorization.

Since history-based categories can be too large to allow 
users easily understand common aspects of its members, we 
additionally propose to describe each generated category. 
Cognitive science studies suggest two modes in which peo-
ple can effectively understand and memorize categories: 
exemplar theory [6] and prototype theory [27]. Both modes 
embody the idea of graded structure of a category, accord-
ing to which some members of a category are more central 
than others. Exemplar theory posits the usage of real mem-
ber entities as exemplars to represent the category, while an 
alternative prototype theory proposes describing category 
by constructing the “average” of all members as an abstract 
prototype. Entities more similar to the exemplar or to the 
prototype are considered better examples of the category. We 
then first propose to represent each generated latent category 
by the exemplar toward a more efficient understanding. The 
advantage of using exemplars for category explanation is 
that they represent the actual member of the category and 
are easy to be remembered [15, 22]. What is more, good 
exemplars are often more effective to describe shared aspects 
in history than the descriptions of separate features (in our 

Fig. 1  Typical histories of three latent history-based categories of 
Japanese cities which were learned from 532 instances using our pro-
posed system. Each category is represented in two ways: by a typical 
instance city (which we call an exemplar), as well as by a timeline 
consisting of major events ordered chronologically by their computed 
median occurrence time (which we call a prototype). Each event clus-

ter in the prototype is illustrated by a manually created label posi-
tioned on timeline along with the median (left value) and the standard 
deviation of the occurrence time (right value) of event instances fall-
ing into the cluster. As we can notice, the learned categories exhibit 
diverse patterns of city development, which represent a novel kind of 
historical knowledge generation and organization
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case events) because of the high coherence of the former. 
Still however, the full comprehension of category’s history 
cannot be done using only a single selected entity. This is 
because a selected exemplar may not embody all the key 
shared aspects of the category (e.g., we might not be able to 
pick up just one city that would adequately reflect historical 
developments of the entire group of cities that have simi-
lar histories). We then also generate a summarized timeline 
(i.e., prototype) for each category indicating the similarities 
of its members. Since we form several latent groups of enti-
ties, the creation of the prototype should be also carried out 
based on the comparison to the histories of other related cat-
egories. Thus, besides the common historical similarities of 
its category, the exemplar will also reflect the dissimilarities 
to other categories for enabling effective characterization 
and comparison. With such a dual representation of each 
latent category (exemplar and prototype), we believe that 
users should be able to more easily understand the common 
and distinguishing historical aspects of the derived history-
based categories. The advantages of the exemplar are that 
it is an actual entity, whose history is coherent and real. On 
the other hand, prototype can better capture common traits 
in the histories of entities belonging to a given group. The 
disadvantage here can be, however, weak coherence between 
the events listed on the timeline and the fact that the pre-
sented history is not real in a sense that it is the result of 
agglomerating histories of multiple entities.

The task of history-focused entity categorization and 
comparison assumes taking an input set of entities (typi-
cally a large category of entities, such as cities, celebrities 
or scientists from a given country and so on) along with their 
historical descriptions and then dividing them into latent 
sub-categories based on historical similarities. Each formed 
sub-category is then represented by a selected exemplar and 
a constructed prototype which are supposed to reflect shared 
historical traits of the members of each sub-category and the 
differences to the histories of other sub-categories. The task 
is challenging due to the following reasons.

1. First of all, the proposed novel categorization style 
should be based on similarity between entities’ histories 
instead of on straightforward text similarity as typically 
adopted in entity clustering.

2. Grouping entities not only should be based on similarity 
of their historical events but should also consider the 
effect of event time as well as incorporate the notion of 
event importance (i.e., less important or trivial events 
should play smaller roles in the grouping process). It 
is, however, not obvious how to automatically estimate 
event importance.

3. Identifying the number of latent groups is not trivial.

4. Lastly, selecting good exemplars among entities and 
constructing representative and discriminative prototype 
timelines are challenging.

Creating the novel kinds of categories that are based 
on entity histories can be helpful in many scenarios. For 
instance, history-focused categories could be used for 
enriching Wikipedia by adding generated latent timelines 
into Wikipedia list pages (see Fig. 1 for the examples of 
generated timelines). From a more general viewpoint, users 
could benefit from the constructed historical knowledge 
for supporting various kinds of analyses including evolu-
tion and causality analysis, finding historical explanations, 
provenance investigation and for answering history-related 
questions.

To sum up, we make the following contributions in this 
paper:

1. We describe a new research problem of automatically 
discovering history-based categories and constructing 
their comparative timelines.

2. We propose to represent the constructed categories by 
two means, by exemplar which is the most representa-
tive entity belonging to each category and by prototype 
which is a compact timeline summarizing category his-
tory.

3. We develop an unsupervised approach for these tasks 
based on a concise optimization model and mutually 
reinforced random walks.

4. The effectiveness of our methods is proved by experi-
ments on seven datasets and by comparison with com-
petitive baselines.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The 
related works are introduced in Sect.  2. We formulate 
our research problem in Sect. 3. Section 4 introduces the 
approach for event importance calculation. The proposed 
optimization formulation for latent history-based entity cat-
egorization is presented in Sect. 5. Section 6 discusses the 
creation of comparative timelines for all groups. In Sect. 7, 
we describe the experiments and evaluation results. Sec-
tion 8 details our discussion on several relevant aspects to 
our task. Finally, we draw conclusions and outline future 
work in Sect. 9.

2  Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, besides our work, the research 
problem of forming history-based entity groups has not been 
proposed neither approached so far by others. Our work is 
nevertheless connected to several research areas: exemplar 
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detection for entity categorization and different settings of 
document summarization, that will be described below.

2.1  Exemplar Detection

Cognitive science describes the way in which people under-
stand and memorize categories using the exemplar theory 
[6], which states that individuals make category judgments 
by comparing new stimuli with instances already stored in 
their memory. The instance stored in memory is regarded as 
the exemplar, which is the most typical and representative 
actual member within a category. Thus, to discover latent 
categories, the task can be regarded as discovering the exem-
plars representing each category.

The work of exemplar detection is closely related to two 
different areas: affinity propagation for clustering and cluster-
based information retrieval. Under the affinity propagation 
(AP) algorithm [10], clustering is viewed as the process of 
identifying a subset of representative exemplars. The AP algo-
rithm is widely deployed in many research fields such as image 
categorization [37], image segmentation [39] and so on.

A large body of work on cluster-based approach for IR 
aims for returning a ranked list of a set of exemplar docu-
ments representing the clusters of documents relevant to a 
given query. The research problem here can also be con-
sidered as search result diversification (SRD). The MMR 
model [7] applies the greedy best first strategy to obtain the 
ranked list of exemplars. Later on, the Modern Portfolio 
Theory (MPT) [36] model and the Exp − 1 − call@k [30] 
model were proposed for improving implicit SRD. The well-
known Desirable Facility Placement (DFP) [43] model uses 
the greedy best k strategy for ranking the exemplars in a 
more general way.

Our work is a further endeavor to the exemplar detection 
paradigm for entity categorization with the difference that 
we assume a unique history-based approach. Inspired by AP, 
we propose a concise optimization formulation for select-
ing exemplars, and we use the bound-and-branch method to 
obtain the optimal solution. The study most related to ours 
in terms of discovering exemplars is [42], which formulates 
implicit SRD as a process of ranking k exemplar documents 
from the top-m documents of an initial retrieval.

2.2  Document Summarization

2.2.1  Timeline Summarization

Timeline summarization defined as the summarization of 
sequences of documents (typically, news articles about the 
same events) has been actively studied in the recent years. 
Yan et al. [40] propose the evolutionary timeline summari-
zation (ETS) to compute evolution timelines consisting of 
a series of time-stamped summaries. David et al. present 

a method for discovering biographical structure based on 
a probabilistic latent variable model [3]. Tuan et al. [34] 
introduce a novel approach for timeline summarization of 
high-impact events, which uses entities instead of sentences 
for summarizing the events.

2.2.2  Comparative Summarization

Comparative summarization requires the system to pro-
vide short summaries from multiple comparative aspects. 
Wang et al. [35] propose a discriminative sentence selection 
method based on a multivariate normal generative model 
aiming to extract sentences best describing the unique 
characteristics of each document group. Ren et al. [11, 26] 
explicitly consider contrast, relevance and diversity for 
summarizing contrastive themes by adopting a hierarchical 
nonparametric Bayesian model to infer hierarchical rela-
tions among topics for enhancing the diversity of themes. 
In the recent days, differential topic models have also been 
explored to measure sentence discriminative capability for 
comparative summarization [14].

2.2.3  Entity Summarization

The main idea of entity summarization is to adapt the 
presentation of entities toward their individual properties. 
Thalhammer et al. [33] present LinkSUM, a new method 
for entity summarization that follows a relevance-oriented 
approach to produce generic summaries. Gunaratna et al. 
[12] explore a novel diversity-aware entity summarization 
approach that mimics human conceptual clustering tech-
niques to group facts. Entity summarization has also gained 
attention in industry [4, 31].

Our work is novel in several important aspects: (1) We 
propose summarization of entire categories of entities rather 
than summarization of an individual entity, (2) the gener-
ated summary is based on the detection of history-based cat-
egories and (3) it captures within-category similarities and 
differences between histories of discovered latent groups, 
thus enabling history-based category characterization and 
comparison.

3  Problem Definition

3.1  Input

The input in our task is documents containing descriptions 
of entity histories. Each such document “spans” over a cer-
tain range of time, and each sentence is assumed to refer to a 
historical event. The dates of events can be either explicitly 
mentioned in the sentence or they could be estimated based 
on nearby sentences.
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3.2  Research Problem

We propose to split the research problem into two subtasks, 
and we formulate them as follows.

History-based entity categorization Given a set of history-
related documents [ d1 , d2 , ..., dn ], each about a particular 
entity and a preset time window, the task is to detect latent 
categories [ c1 , c2 , ..., ck ] and their corresponding exemplars 
[ d1

e
 , d2

e
 , ..., dk

e
 ] where entities within each category share 

similar histories.

Comparative timeline summarization Given a set of history-
related documents [ dj

1
 , dj

2
 , ..., dj

i
 ], each about a particular 

entity within the same category j (j ∈ [1,… , k]) , the task is 
to select m most important events [ e1 , e2 , ..., em ] to form a 
concise timeline reflecting typical history of the category. 
Each event in the summary is represented by words [ w1 , w2 , 
..., wi ]. The events to be included in the category timeline 
should also emphasize the main differences between the his-
tory of this category and the histories of other categories.

3.3  Approach Overview

Figure 2 provides an overview of our approach. We first 
preprocess input documents and extract events. Then, we 
compute event importance by PU learning. After that, we 
propose a concise optimization model for the history-based 
categories’ detection. Lastly, we perform a two-layer mutu-
ally reinforced random walk for constructing summarized 
timelines of each category.

4  Event Importance Calculation

Each category is going to be represented by a representative 
entity (which we call exemplar). The characteristics of a 
category will be thus embodied in the history of its exemplar 
under the exemplar theory. Naturally, those entities whose 
histories abound in events important in their respective cat-
egories are more representative and they should be chosen as 
exemplars. Similarly, to generate the prototype, which is the 
constructed summary of the histories of all entities belong-
ing to the same category, we also want to select important 
events.

The task of estimating historical significance of events 
is usually done by historians. During this process, several 
criteria are adopted to help them make judgments: for 
instance, remarkable (the event was remarked on by peo-
ple at its time or after), remembered (the event is impor-
tant within the collective memory of a group or groups1), 
resulting in change (the event had significant consequences 
for the future), and so on. Manually estimating significance 
of any historical events under the above-listed criteria is of 
course labor-intensive and time-consuming and may require 
special expertise; hence, we attempt to estimate the impor-
tance automatically. As it is relatively easy to obtain publicly 
available datasets of historical events marked as important 
(e.g., the list of important events in 1990s), we propose a 
method to compute event importance in a semi-supervised 
way.

Given a set of historical events P = { p1 , p2,..., pk } where 
each event is marked as important, and a set of unlabeled 
events U = {u1, u2,… , ui} , the task is to estimate the degree 
of importance of each event in U. We use I(ui) to denote 

Fig. 2  System overview

1 We note that remembering is prone to many biases, yet still event 
importance is often correlated with the intensity of its remembering 
within a society.
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the importance of ith event in U. The key feature of this 
problem is that there is no negative example set (i.e., labeled 
unimportant events), which is typically needed for accurate 
learning of features of important events. In the recent years, 
PU learning [21] approaches the problem of building clas-
sifiers using only positive and unlabeled examples. A few 
algorithms [20, 41] based on a two-step strategy were pro-
posed for solving the problem as follows.

Step 1: Identifying a set of reliable negative examples 
from the unlabeled set.

Step 2: Iteratively applying a classification algorithm for 
generating a set of classifiers and then selecting the best 
classifier.

In this study, we adopt the 1-DNF technique [41] to iden-
tify a set of reliable unimportant events from the unlabeled 
set U in step 1, and, for step 2, we use the EM algorithm with 
a NB classifier for constructing the final estimator.

1-DNF 1-DNF technique first constructs a set of positive 
features containing words that occur more frequently in the 
labeled important event set P than in the unlabeled set U. 
Then, an event in U that does not contain any positive feature 
is regarded as a strongly unimportant event and is included 
in the reliable negative set RN.

Naive Bayesian classifier Let C = {c1, c2} be the two pre-
defined classes which represent important events and unim-
portant events, respectively. Given a set of training events 
E, we use xei,m to denote the word xt in position m of event 
ei , where xt is a word in the vocabulary V = {x1,… , x|v|} . 
The posterior probability Pr(cj|ei) is computed to perform 
the classification. We have:

where � is the smoothing factor (typically set as 0.1) and 
N(xt, ei) is the number of times that word xt occurs in event 
ei . Finally, we obtain the NB classifier:

(1)Pr(cj) =

∑�E�
i=1

Pr(cj�ei)
�E�

(2)Pr(xt�cj) =
� +

∑�E�
i=1

N(xt, ei)Pr(cj�ei)

��V� +
∑�V�

s=1

∑�E�
i=1

N(xs, ei)Pr(cj�ei)

EM Each event in P and RN is assigned the initial label 1 
and − 1, respectively. Each event e ∈ U − RN will not be 
assigned to any label initially but it will get assigned a prob-
ability Pr(1|e) at the end of the first iteration of EM. Then, 
the set U − RN  will participate in EM with its assigned 
probabilistic labels in subsequent iterations. The EM algo-
rithm consists of the Expectation step and the Maximization 
step. In the Expectation step, the probabilistic labels of each 
event e ∈ U − RN are produced and revised based on Eq. 
(3), and then the parameters of classifiers are re-estimated in 
the Maximization step using Eqs. (1) and (2). This leads to 
the next iteration of the algorithm. When EM converges, the 
degree of importance of each event u in the unlabeled set U 
takes the value in [0,1], which is equal to the probability of 
event to belonging to the class P (i.e., the class of important 
events). Table 1 shows several examples of events with their 
estimated importance scores.

5  History‑Based Entity Categorization

Having introduced our approach for event importance esti-
mation, we now discuss how entities can be automatically 
grouped based on similarities of their histories.

We begin by introducing notations used throughout the 
rest of this paper. For a given set of history-related docu-
ments D including n documents {d1, d2,… , dn} each repre-
senting the history of a distinct entity, the task is to detect a 
partition of D into k latent categories {c1, c2,… , ck} (k is not 
known in advance), where the ith category ci consists of a 
set of entities which share similar histories and is repre-
sented by an exemplar entity dcie  . In addition, for a certain 
entity di , we use {ei

1
, ei

2
,… , ei

j
} to represent the events con-

tained in the history of di . The similarity between two enti-
ties di and dj is then denoted as s(di, dj) . The importance and 
the date of the jth event in the ith entity are denoted by I(ei

j
) 

and t(ei
j
) , respectively.

(3)Pr(cj�ei) =
Pr(cj)

∏�ei�
m=1

Pr(xei,m�cj)
∑�C�

r=1
Pr(cr)

∏�ei�
m=1

Pr(xei,m�cr)

Table 1  A sample of four 
historical events with their 
estimated importance scores 
from the histories of Japanese 
cities (dataset D1 , see Sect. 7.1)

Original sentence Importance

The tower of Karatsu Castle was built in 1966 0.015483
1949 also saw the opening of Fukushima University 0.362794
January 17, 1995: Great Hanshin earthquake causes more than 100 casualties 0.786335
During World War II, the July 19, 1945 Bombing of Okazaki killed over 200 people and 

destroyed most of the city center
0.937206
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5.1  Event Representation

We assume a historical event ei
j
 to be represented by a sen-

tence and be associated with a date of its occurrence. As not 
all words of the original sentence are meaningful, each sen-
tence is first normalized by preprocessing steps such as 
removing stopwords, stemming and retaining the most fre-
quent 5000 unigrams and bigrams. In the recent years, 

a more vital role in characterizing histories of entities than 
trivial events. Given the importance and the date of an event 
e denoted by I(e) and T(e), respectively, the process is shown 
in Algorithm 1. 

2 We experimentally set the value of � to be 0.4.

word2vec [23] was widely utilized for automatically learning 
the meaning behind words based on neural networks. We use 
word2vec to represent terms and events. We obtain the dis-
tributed vector representations of each word by training the 
Skip-gram model on the entire English Wikipedia from 2016 
using the gensim Python library [25]. The vector representa-
tion of an event ei

j
 in our case is a weighted combination of 

the vectors of terms contained in the normalized sentence 
that describes the event. The weight of a term is its TF-IDF 
value calculated based on the original corpus of histories of 
entities within the same category.

5.2  Entity Similarity Calculation

We now introduce the computation of similarity s(di, dj) 
between entities di and dj where di = {ei

1
, ei

2
,… , ei

m
} and 

dj = {e
j

1
, e

j

2
,… , e

j
n} . Since cosine similarity is not a proper 

similarity measure for sequences such as sequences of 
events, we calculate the similarity of two entities by com-
puting the weighted average pairwise similarity of their 
events. More explicitly, when computing this similarity, 
events closer to each other and with higher importance score 
will be more heavily weighted. This is due to the intuition 
that (a) comparisons between events being far away from 
each other are less meaningful, and (b) salient events play 

5.3  Optimization Model for Exemplar Detection

In this section, we describe the method proposed for catego-
ries generation and exemplar detection. Note that finding 
exemplars means in fact category generation as an exem-
plar together with entities voting on it constitutes a single 
category. The goal is to select a subset of entities as exem-
plars and assign every non-exemplar entity to exactly one 
exemplar, so as to maximize the overall sum of similari-
ties between entities and their exemplars and the exemplar 
importance. Then, the objective can be expressed as follows:

where sij is the similarity of entity di to entity dj , and pi 
denotes the average importance of events contained in the 
histories of entity di . Furthermore, let hij and qi be binary 
hidden variables where hij = 1 indicates entity di has cho-
sen entity dj as its exemplar, and qi = 1 indicates entity di 
is chosen as an exemplar. � is a trade-off parameter weight-
ing the exemplar importance and the similarities between 
non-exemplars to exemplars.2 Solving Obj1 is essentially 

(4)Obj1 = � ⋅

∑

i,j

sijhij + (1 − �) ⋅
∑

i

piqi
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a hard combinational optimization problem, and it can be 
transformed into a more feasible optimization problem by 
introducing the following constraint functions:

where hi∶ = hi1,… , hin and h∶j = h1j,… , hnj . The constraint 
function (5) forces each entity to be assigned to exactly one 
exemplar (which can be itself), while (6) enforces that an 
entity must be an exemplar if other entities choose it as an 
exemplar. Thus, the goal is to maximize

By running the max-sum algorithm [17], an approximate 
solution for the above problem can be efficiently achieved. 
More explicitly, after normalizing all similarities and impor-
tance to [− 1, 0] range, two sets of messages are calculated 
iteratively until convergence:

where �ij = 0 and �ij = 0 initially. Intuitively, message �ij 
corresponds to how willing entity dj is to serve as the exem-
plar for entity di , while message �ij conveys to which extent 
entity di wants entity dj to be its exemplar. Finally, the exem-
plar dj for entity di can be obtained by

6  Comparative Timeline Generation

In the previous section, we explained the process of divid-
ing entities into latent categories from history viewpoint, 
where each category is represented by its exemplar. The 
obvious weakness of representing the whole category by a 
single member entity (i.e., the exemplar) is the risk of miss-
ing some key information from other members. The solu-
tion to represent a category would be then constructing an 
“artificial” entity (i.e., a prototype) based on all the entities 
belonging to the same category. Another problem is that 

(5)C1(hi∶) =

�
0

∑
j hij = 1,

−∞ otherwise

(6)C2(h∶j) =

{
0 qj = hjj = maxi hij,

−∞ otherwise

(7)

Obj2 = � ⋅

∑

i,j

sijhij + (1 − �) ⋅
∑

i

piqi +
∑

i

(C1(hi∶) + C2(h∶i))

(8)�ij =

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

pj⋅(1−�)

�
+
∑

k≠j max(0, �kj) i = j,

min[0,
pj⋅(1−�)

�
+ �jj +

∑
k∉{i,j} max(0, �kj)] i ≠ j

(9)�ij =sij −max
k≠j

(�ik + sik)

(10)dj = argmax
j
{�ij + �ij}

the comprehension of a category’s history should not be 
done without comparison to the histories of its other cat-
egories. To compensate for these two issues, we generate 
a summarized timeline (effectively, a prototype) for each 
category including not only events similar between the cat-
egory members but also considering differences from the 
timelines of other categories. This allows presenting histori-
cal knowledge from a comparative aspect and offers effective 
characterization of events specific to each given category.

6.1  Mutually Reinforced Random Walk

Our task of timeline creation shares some similarities with 
two special summarization tasks with specific settings: evo-
lutionary timeline summarization and comparative summa-
rization. On the one hand, the history-related documents we 
handle have a strong temporal character, and the summary 
to be created is the evolution trajectory along the timeline 
consisting of important and time-stamped events, which is 
consistent with the goal of evolutionary timeline summariza-
tion. On the other hand, events to be selected into the sum-
mary should be typical in the histories of entities within the 
same category and atypical in the histories of entities from 
other categories to reveal category’s unique characteristics.

Let the category to be summarized into a time-
line T(C) be denoted by C = {d1, d2,… , dl} . We use 
E(C) = {eE

1
, eE

2
,… , eE

m
} to denote the set of all events in the 

history of all entities within C, and O(C) = {eO
1
, eO

2
,… , eO

n
} 

to denote the set of all events belonging to histories of the 
entities outside C. An event e ∈ E(C) is more likely to be 
selected into T(C) if it is similar to events in E(C) while 
being dissimilar to events in O(C). Furthermore, it is more 
likely to be included if it is especially similar to typical 
events in E(C) (rather than similar to any events in E(C)) 
while being dissimilar to typical events in O(C). Based on 
the above hypotheses, we propose a two-layer mutually rein-
forced random walk (MRRW) model to generate T(C). The 
reason why we adopt a MRRW model can be concluded into 
two reasons. First, its link-based structure makes it easy to 
incorporate similarity and dissimilarity between event nodes 
into the way of recursively calculating node importance 
based on adjacent nodes. Second, it can handle the impor-
tance computation of events in both E(C) and O(C) at the 
same time and can naturally model their mutual influence 
during this process.

For each category C, we construct a linked two-layer 
graph G containing event set E(C) and complementary event 
set O(C). Let G  = ( VE  ,  VO ,  QEE  ,  QOO ,  QEO ), 
w h e r e  VE = {eE

i
∈ E(C)}  ,  VO = {eO

i
∈ O(C)}  , 

QEE = {qij|eEi , e
E
j
∈ E(C)} , QOO = {qij|eOi , e

O
j
∈ O(C)} and 

QEO = {qij|eEi ∈ E(C), eO
j
∈ O(C)} . More concretely, an 

event eE
i
 that is in the history of an entity in C is represented 
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as a node in event-layer, and an event eO
i
 which belongs to 

histories of the entities outside C is represented as a node in 
complementary-event-layer. There are three different types 
of edges corresponding to different relations: event-to-event, 
complementary-event-to-complementary-event and event-
to-complementary-event, which are denoted by QEE , QOO 
and QEO , respectively.

We then construct event-to-event, complementary-event-
to-complementary-event, event-to-complementary-event and 
complementary-event-to-event affinity metrics LEE , LOO , LEO 
and LOE . Let LEE = [�eE

i
,eE
j
]|VE|×|VE| , where �eE

i
,eE
j
 is from 

Simcosine(e
E
i
, eE

j
) , respectively. We define LOO , LEO and LOE 

in a similar way, where

�eO
i
,eE
j
 is computed similarly as �eE

i
,eO
j
 . Row normalization is 

performed for LEE , LOO , LEO and LOE . Note that LEO is usu-
ally different from LT

OE
 because of row normalization. We 

then perform a two-layer mutually reinforced random walk 
to propagate the node scores based on internal importance 
propagation within the same layer and external mutual rein-
forcement between different layers.

Here, St
E
 and St

O
 denote, respectively, the importance scores 

of event set VE and ones of complementary event set VO at 
the tth iteration, which integrates the initial score and the 
score including within- and between-layer propagation. The 
initial importance scores S0

E
 and S0

O
 of the two sets are the 

ones computed from the event importance (see Sect. 4) after 
normalization such that the scores sum to 1. In the experi-
ments, we empirically set � = 0.85 as 0.85 is a commonly 
used value of the damping factor [5].

It can be proved that the closed-form solution S∗
E
 of Eq. 

(12) is the dominant eigenvector of M [19], where

6.2  Post‑processing

MRRW produces summaries in which each event is in the 
form of a sentence. A sentence may, however, contain too 
specific details which might be true only for the instance 
from which it was extracted. Thus, we choose to general-
ize the top-scored sentences to produce the set of descrip-
tive words representing in a general way a given event type. 

(11)�eE
i
,eO
j
= 1 − Simcosine(e

E
i
, eO

j
)

(12)St+1
E

= (1 − �) ⋅ S0
E
+ � ⋅ LT

EE
LEOS

t
O

(13)St+1
O

= (1 − �) ⋅ S0
O
+ � ⋅ LT

OO
LOES

t
E

(14)
M = (1 − �)S0

E
eT + �(1 − �)LT

EE
LEOS

0
O
eT

+ �2LT
EE
LEOL

T
OO

LOE

More concretely, for each sentence selected by Eq. (12) indi-
cating an event to be included into the summary, we seek l 
most similar sentences in the corpus and construct a cluster 
of l + 1 sentences. Then, we compute term frequency-inverse 
document frequency (TF-IDF) on the created clusters to 
extract the set of meaningful words describing each cluster. 
(Table 6 will show examples of such extracted words.)

7  Experiments

7.1  Datasets

We test our methods on entities of different types from 
different time periods and locations. In particular, we per-
form experiments on seven Wikipedia categories including 
three city categories and four person categories. The city 
categories are Japanese cities, Chinese cities and English 
cities (denoted by D1,D2,D3 , respectively), while for the 
person categories we use American scientists, French sci-
entists, Japanese Prime Ministers until the end of WW2 
(1945) and Japanese Prime Ministers after WW2 (denoted 
by D4,D5,D6,D7 , respectively). Note that, in general, our 
methods are not bound to Wikipedia categories as any list of 
entities can form an input, provided the historical description 
of each entity is available. We use Wikipedia categories in 
this work as a convenient data source.

For preparing the city categories, each city history is 
extracted from the “History” section in the corresponding 
Wikipedia article. To capture historical events, we collect all 
sentences with dates. As further preprocessing, we reduce 
inflected words to their word stems and retain only the 
terms that are among the most frequent 5000 unigrams and 
bigrams, excluding stopwords and numbers. Each historical 
event is then represented by the bag of unigrams extracted 
from its sentence along with the corresponding date.

Table 2  Summary of datasets (the time ranges of datasets D1,D2,D3 
are based on absolute time, while those of datasets D4,D5,D6,D7 are 
based on relative time)

Dataset Wikipedia category # Entities Time range

D1 Japanese Cities 532 40—2016
D2 Chinese Cities 357 12—2016
D3 UK Cities 68 1—2016
D4 American Scientists 141 0—103
D5 French Scientists 41 0—101
D6 Japanese PMs (pre WW2) 32 0—98
D7 Japanese PMs (post WW2) 30 0—93
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For the person categories, we utilize a dataset of 242,970 
biographies publicly released by Bamman et al. [3]. Every 
biography consists of several life events, each represented 
by bag of unigrams and a date. Unlike in the city datasets, 
the date here is a relative number when counting from a 
person’s birth year. The basic statistics of all the datasets 
are shown in Table 2.

As for the set of labeled important historical events nec-
essary for event importance calculation, we have collected 
brief descriptions of key events from Wikipedia year pages3 
for each year from AD1 to the present. The total number of 
the captured event descriptions is 39,881.

7.2  Analyzed Methods

We test our proposed optimization formulation (OM) for 
history-based categorization and MRRW model for compar-
ative timeline summarization. First of all, to compare with 
OM, the models AP, MMR and DFP introduced in Sect. 2.1 
are used as baseline methods. Apart from the aforemen-
tioned methods, we additionally set up a popular clustering 
technique K-means clustering as a baseline. All the baseline 
methods are briefly discussed below:

1. Affinity propagation (AP) [10] views the clustering as 
identifying a subset of representative exemplars. In par-
ticular, it assigns each non-exemplar entity to an exem-
plar entity under the objective of maximizing the sum 
of similarities between non-exemplar entities and their 
assigned exemplar entities.

2. Maximal marginal relevance (MMR) [7] is a typical 
instance of implicit SRD (search result diversification) 
techniques. To obtain the optimal list L of exemplar enti-
ties, it applies greedy strategy that follows a heuristic 
criterion of making the locally optimal choice at each 
round.

3. Desirable facility placement (DFP) [43] uses greedy best 
k strategy for generating the desired exemplars’ list L 
based on a two-step process. It initializes L with an arbi-
trary solution and then iteratively refines L by swapping 
an entity in L with another one outside L.

4. K-Means clustering (K-means) is a popular method used 
for cluster detection. It partitions all entities into k clus-
ters in which each event belongs to the cluster with the 
nearest mean to it (given k as the size of exemplars).

To assess the proposed MRRW model, we make a compari-
son with four commonly used multi-document summariza-
tion techniques: LexRank, LSA, KLSUM and MEAD. The 
groups used in this step are created by our proposed OM 

method. To ensure that the summaries generated by each 
method reflect also the discrepancy between categories (for 
achieving comparative summarization), the MMR method 
is adopted for all the methods to penalize the events which 
appear frequently in other categories. We briefly introduce 
the baselines used for comparative timeline summarization 
below.

1. LexRank [9] method has been widely adopted in multi-
document summarization tasks. It constructs a sentence 
connectivity matrix and computes sentence importance 
based on the algorithm similar to PageRank.

2. LSA summarization (LSA) is a traditional summarization 
method that performs latent semantic analysis on terms 
on sentence matrix as proposed in [32]. It selects seman-
tically important sentences which are different from each 
other.

3. KLSUM [13] is a summarization method that greedily 
adds sentences to a summary so long as they decrease 
the KL Divergence between the summary and the docu-
ment collection. This criterion casts summarization as 
finding a set of summary sentences which closely match 
the document set unigram distribution.

4. MEAD is a popular extractive summarization method 
aiming to select a subset of units (e.g., words, sentences) 
of original documents to form a summary [24]. This 
centroid-based approach scores sentences based on 
sentence-level and intersentence-level features includ-
ing cluster centroid and TF-IDF, etc.

7.3  Experiment Settings

We set the parameters as follows:

(1) Size of summary: We experimentally set the summary 
size of the city datasets and the person datasets to be ten 
events considering the sizes of their corresponding Wiki-
pedia categories.

(2) Number of latent categories of each Wikipedia category: 
In this study, we use Silhouette analysis [29] to choose a 
proper value for the number of underlying groups of a 
given input Wikipedia category. The Silhouette analysis is 
an example of clustering performance evaluation, where a 
higher Silhouette coefficient score relates to a model with 
better clusters. We use K-Means to create the groups based 
on the number of clusters ranging from 2 to 8, then we pick 
up the number with the highest Silhouette coefficient score. 
The estimated number of latent groups for each dataset is 
shown in Table 3.

3 For example, https ://en.wikip edia.org/wiki/1939.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1939
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7.4  Evaluation Criteria

7.4.1  Evaluation Criteria for Created Categories 
and Exemplars

For an exemplar to be representative, it should be fairly 
similar to the other entities within the same category, and 
there should be a significant difference between it and the 
exemplars representing other categories. Besides, the chosen 
exemplars are naturally considered to have salient historical 
events contained in their histories to fully reflect the key 
characteristics of their underlying categories. For a given 
Wikipedia category composed of n entities that become 
partitioned into k groups [ C1 , C2 , ..., Ck ], we use dt

i
 and dt

e
 

to denote the ith entity in the tth group and the exemplar in 
the tth group, respectively. We then evaluate the representa-
tiveness of the identified set of exemplars De in terms of the 
following metrics:

Intra-Similarity (IntraSim) which measures how similar 
an exemplar is to the entities in its category. The higher 
IntraSim, the more effective the adopted algorithm is.

Inter-Similarity (InterSim) which describes how similar an 
exemplar is to the other exemplars. The lower InterSim, the 
better the performance is.

Ratio of intra-similarity to inter-similarity (Ratio) which 
takes into account both IntraSim and InterSim, thus reflect-
ing the degree of representativeness of an exemplar.

Saliency (AveImp) which measures how important the events 
in the histories of exemplars are.

where we use edt
e
,i to denote the ith event of entity dt

e
.

(15)IntraSim(De) =

∑k

t=1

∑
dt
i
∈Ct ,d

t
i
≠dt

e
Simcosine(d

t
i
, dt

e
)

n − k

(16)InterSim(De) =

∑k

t=1

∑k

s=1,s≠t
Simcosine(d

s
e
, dt

e
)

k ∗ (k − 1)

(17)Ratio(De) =
IntraSim(De)

InterSim(De)

(18)Saliency(De) =

∑k

t=1

∑�dt
e
�

i=1
I(edt

e
,i)

k

The evaluation of the constructed categories and selected 
exemplars will be discussed in Sect. 7.5.1.

7.4.2  Evaluation Criteria for Summarized Timelines

Manually creating summaries of histories of categories is 
difficult. We then ask users to evaluate the quality of gen-
erated summaries. We conduct evaluation based on three 
criteria which are crucial for a high-quality summary. Each 
event in the summary is graded in terms of:

• Saliency which measures how sound and important each 
extracted event is.

Besides, each summary is graded in terms of:

• Comprehensibility which measures how easily the output 
words can be associated with real events.

• Diversity which measures how diverse the events in the 
summary are (both semantically and temporally).

We have five methods here to be tested (one proposed 
method and four baseline methods). Five annotators (four 
males, one female) who have significant interest in his-
tory were asked to evaluate the generated summaries. Each 
summary was ensured to be evaluated by three annotators. 
During the assessment, the annotators were allowed to uti-
lize any external resources including the Wikipedia, Web 
search engines, books, etc. All of the scores were given in 
the range from 1 to 5 (1: not at all, 2: rather not, 3: so so, 4: 

Table 3  Estimated number of 
latent categories of datasets

Dataset D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7

Number of categories 3 2 2 3 2 2 2

Table 4  Performance of different models on the city and person data-
sets

The best result of each setting is in bold

Model Data IntraSim InterSim Ratio AveImp

K-Means Cities 0.888 0.780 1.139 0.697
Persons 0.535 0.462 1.190 0.722

AP Cities 0.884 0.770 1.148 0.732
Persons 0.619 0.476 1.330 0.779

MMR Cities 0.820 0.563 1.490 0.898
Persons 0.572 0.344 2.084 0.879

DFP Cities 0.874 0.809 1.080 0.912
Persons 0.770 0.738 1.044 0.879

OM Cities 0.859 0.543 1.620 0.939
Persons 0.758 0.478 2.152 0.914
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rather yes and 5: definitely yes). After the annotation scores 
were given, we averaged saliency scores per each summary. 
Lastly, we averaged all the individual scores given by the 
annotators to obtain the final scores per each summary 
(Table 5).

The evaluation of the generated summaries will be dis-
cussed in Sect. 7.5.2.

7.5  Evaluation Results

7.5.1  Evaluation Results for Created Groups and Exemplars

We first compare the categorization effectiveness of OM 
and baselines. Later, we investigate the effects of parameters 
used in OM, including trade-off parameter � and the number 
of latent groups k.

(1) Categorization effectiveness: Table 4 shows the perfor-
mance in terms of InterSim, IntraSim, Ratio and AveImp.

We can observe that the proposed optimization frame-
work has better performance than all the baseline methods 
in terms of two main evaluation metrics, Ratio and AveImp. 
Besides, we can also notice that two SRD models MMR and 
DFP outperform two clustering models K-Means and AP in 
terms of AveImp.

Now we investigate the possible reasons for the above 
results. MMR relies on the best first strategy, making it sim-
ple and computationally efficient. However, at a particular 
round, the heuristic criterion may incur error propagation. 
DFP can alleviate such problem, but it is based on hill 
climbing algorithm. A potential problem is that hill climb-
ing may converge to a local maximum. In contrast, our 
optimization model is able to globally identify the optimal 
subset of exemplars. This largely explains why both MMR 
and DFP underperform OM. Similar observation has been 
reported in [42] in the task of Web search result diversifica-
tion when using OM. On the other hand, though AP shares 

many similar characteristics with OM, it does not guarantee 
to find the optimal solution, hence its lower performance. As 
for K-Means, it suffers from strong sensitivity to outliers and 
noise, which leads to varying performance.

Both MMR and DFP models take importance of entities 
into consideration during the process of identifying exem-
plars, which can explain why they have better performance 
in terms of AveImp than the two clustering methods. The 
last finding is that cities may have larger homogeneity than 
persons, as supported by the observation that generally all 
methods achieve larger scores in terms of IntraSim on city 
datasets than on person datasets.

(2) Effects of trade-off parameter: We examine now how the 
performance of OM varies when we change the parameter � . 
We set � in the range [0,1] with a step of 0.1. The closer � is 
to 1, the less effect the importance part has.

From Fig. 3a, we see that AveImp degrades when increas-
ing the value of � . This observation is consistent with our 
previous analysis in Sect. 5.3. On the other hand, when � 

Fig. 3  Parameter tuning

Table 5  Performance of different models on city and person datasets

The best result of each setting is indicted in bold

Model Data Saliency Comprehen-
sibility

Diversity

LexRank Cities 3.457 2.714 3.571
Persons 4.089 2.333 4

LSA Cities 3.243 2.571 3.714
Persons 3.822 2.667 3.444

KLSUM Cities 3.543 2.429 3.143
Persons 3.522 2.667 3.556

MEAD Cities 3.429 2.571 2.571
Persons 3.878 2.556 3.333

MRRW Cities 3.686 3.143 4.286
Persons 4.2 2.556 4.556
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increases within the range [0, 0.5], so does the Ratio approx-
imately. The value of Ratio remains relatively stable when 
� is larger than 0.5. Overall, tuning � has effect on the per-
formance. � needs to be fine-tuned to achieve an optimal 
performance. In this study, we set � as 0.5 based on the 
observations received from Fig. 3a.

(3) Effects of the number of latent categories:
To analyze how the number of categories k affects the qual-
ity of identified exemplars, we investigate how Ratio and 
AveImp vary per-k. Figure 3b shows the results. Recall that 
the number of exemplars is equal to the number of categories 
and k is set in the range [2, 8].

At first glance, we see that the saliency of exemplars is 
relatively stable as k varies, as reflected by AveImp. Besides, 
the higher the number of exemplars is, the higher the Ratio. 
A closer look at the trend of Ratio reveals that our research 

problem is not identical to clustering. This is because the 
trend of Ratio is not consistent with the trend of Silhou-
ette coefficient which we used for estimating the value of k 
before. As k increases, so does the Ratio because the input 
Wikipedia category is partitioned into smaller categories 
and, thus, each exemplar is more representative in its group. 
However, the average degree of representativeness of all 
entities, which depicts the overall performance of clustering, 
tends to be higher at smaller k, as reflected by the estimated 
values of k (see Table 3).

7.5.2  Evaluation Results for Summarized Timelines

Table 5 shows the average scores of summaries in three cri-
teria by all the methods generated on all the city and per-
son datasets, respectively. We first note that MRRW  model 
outperforms the baselines based on almost all the criteria. 

Table 6  Events in the summary of Japanese cities (see Fig. 1)

For each event we show up to top 10 words due to space limit

Event Terms

1 District Matsubara, village, district, amami, area part, incorporated, city, tannan, prefectures
Civil unrest Occurred, end, widely violent, strike protest, opposed matsukawa, incident, demonstration delayed
Transportation Sapporo, route, completed, megumino, built meter, main, linking, highway, bypass building
Natural disasters People killed, earthquake, suffered, damage wake, light left, tsunami, mikawa, february, dead, typhoon
Urbanization Renamed, irino, neighborhood, hall, split respectively, mura, elevated, status new, incorporated
Militarization Japanese, industry, navy, nagoya military, imperial center area, works, warehouse, training, support
Media Continued, waraji television, spring largescale, included firebombing, expo, broadcasts, bombing, nhk
Sports Shizuoka, held, sport, park, national garden university, pacific, international, high, competition
Clans Clan, shimazu, province, local, vassal takada samurai ruled, powerful, perished, lord, unified
Autonomy Increased, core, autonomy, system prefectural, government city, establishment designation, structure, place

2 Meiji restoration Abolition, period kuroda dazaifu, uetsu, reppan part meiji, joined, edo, dispossessed, daimyo
Battles Navy, japanese, satsuma, royal, refusal punish previous, pay, indemnity, compensation, charles
Wars Japanese, navy, imperial, base, air togos, russojapanese role, orient nickname, nelson naval, military
Festivals Festival, first, took, snow, place maple, lantern, held, chrysanthemum cherry blossom, castle, hirosaki
Construction Warehouse, stone, torn, stonework, reconstructed original form, dutch, date, constructed, builder
Transportation Railway, development, increase, via, scale sagami rapid, railroad, rail, connected, led
Universities University, taught, matsue lafcadio learn, author, hirosaki, established
Commerce Much, fire, consumes, area, replanned maritime, ginza, commerce, canal, accommodate, city
Natural disasters Little earthquake, volcano, throughout, spread, relatively outages, numerous, morioka, hit, extensive
Shoguns Daimyo tokugawa, shogun shigeharu, sakamoto rule, position, newly, metsuke, income

3 Wars War, zenkunen, yoriyoshi, takenori, reinforced dewa, defeated, abe, province, minamoto
Government City, suggests, reliable, publicly, point notices, legal, issued, governing, council
Battles Summer, battle, ground burned, osaka, sakai
Commerce Wealthiest, residents, population, people, living enterprise, earned, commercial, almost, japan
Christianity Went, outlawed, hiding escape, christianity, capture
Merge Isawa, city, village, modern, merger maesawa, koromogawa, established, district, town
Christianity Xavier, prosperity, priests, including, francis documented, christian, sengoku, period, visited
Missionary Stand, sent, sendai reach, portugal, padre new, missionary, many, jesuit hour, diogo
Trade Yamato trade, using, richest, muromachi, mouth location, inland connect, became, foreign, sengoku
Business and power Weaken toyotomi, system stronghold, seized, reportedly power, nobunaga, move, merchant, central, business
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(The only exception is that MRRW  achieves worse results 
than LSA and KLSUM in terms of comprehensibility by 4% 
on person datasets.) On average, MRRW  outperforms all 
baselines by 16.9% and 11.9% across all the metrics on the 
city and person datasets, respectively. In particular, MRRW  
achieves better results than all the baselines by 8.1%, 10.0%, 
22.7% in terms of saliency, comprehensibility and diversity, 
respectively.

Now we explore the possible reasons for the above obser-
vations. When computing the saliency scores of events in a 
target group, MRRW  also utilizes global saliency informa-
tion from the contrasting group, which may result in a better 
performance by MRRW  in terms of saliency. In particular, 
unlike baselines, in MRRW , events similar to the trivial 
events yet different from salient events of the contrasting 
groups may also be retained in the summary helping to 
improve the overall diversity. Finally, MRRW  intrinsically 
tends to assign high scores to events specific within one 
group instead of general events, which may explain its unsta-
ble performance in terms of comprehensibility.

7.6  Example Summary

We present in Fig. 1 and Table 6 the summary of three iden-
tified latent history-based categories of Japanese cities (data-
set D1) using our approach. The summary of each category 
consists of a timeline containing ten events ordered chron-
ologically (see Fig. 1), followed by a table (see Table 6) 
which includes up to 15 top-scored words representing each 
event. For every event in Fig. 1, we display its manually 
created label based on the extracted terms that are shown in 
Table 6. In addition, each summary event is associated with 
two numbers indicating, respectively, the median date and 
the standard deviation of the occurrence years of the event 
instances it covers. (Both are computed from the event clus-
ters discussed in Sect. 6.)

As we can notice, cities in category 1 form the largest 
number of Japanese cities. Most of these cities had their 
key events quite recently as shown in Fig. 1. In the past, the 
cities within this group tended to be dominated by power-
ful local clans, as reflected by the event Clans. The modern 
transportation infrastructure in Japan started to advance 
from the early twentieth century. After WW2 (Militariza-
tion), these Japanese cities were largely transformed by rapid 
Urbanization and were affected by rapid social development 
and economic growth, embodied in the events of Media, 
Autonomy and Sports. During such process, the society once 
had occasional political protests and violent oppositions, as 
reflected by Civil Unrest. Besides, it can be observed that 
these Japanese cities often suffered from Natural Disasters 
such as earthquakes, typhoons and tsunamis. Matsubara and 
Tokyo serve as good examples of the group.

Histories of cities in category 2 express more features of 
ethnic culture of Japan. These traditional cities have typical 
regional characters and local culture, and generally, they are 
not as modern as the cities in the first category. For exam-
ple, Shoguns was the type of military governor and domina-
tor of Japan for around 700 years until Meiji Restoration, 
which began Japan’s transformation from a feudal society 
to a modern industrialized state, and is regarded as the most 
significant turning point in the history of Japan. Many cit-
ies in this group were involved in continuous Battles in the 
middle and late nineteenth century. Hundreds of Japanese 
castles were constructed throughout the whole country, as 
reflected by the event Construction. Festivals relate to major 
traditional cultural activities in the lives of city residents, 
such as viewing the cherry blossom and autumn colors. Cit-
ies such as Dazaifu and Kyoto represent this category well.

Histories of cities in the third category embody the mul-
tiethnic side of the Japanese society, by showing the pattern 
of assimilating foreign culture. As evidence, the correspond-
ing summary includes events such as Christianity, Mission-
ary and Trade.4 Cities in this category played a vital role in 
enhancing the international exchange of Japan in the past, 
such as Oshu and Nagasaki

Finally, some events appear in more than one category, 
e.g., Natural Disasters, Transportation and Wars. Such 
events can be regarded as a common characteristic shared 
by all the categories.

8  Discussions

We discuss here several aspects relevant to the task of his-
tory-driven entity categorization and the characteristics as 
well as the limitations of our approach.

• When calculating the similarity of the histories of two 
entities by dynamic time warping, we assign higher 
weights to events closer to each other than to events sepa-
rated by longer time gaps. This is based on the intuition 
that correspondences between events being far away from 
each other are less meaningful and such events should not 
fall into same cluster. As a result, entities are deemed to 
have similar history if (a) the events in their histories are 
semantically similar, and (b) these events are close in the 
timeline. Furthermore, in the future, we will try to utilize 
the information of absolute time-stamps of events.

• In this work, the event similarity is based on the cosine 
similarity between event vectors, where the event vec-
tor is the TF-IDF weighted combination of the vectors 

4 Note that the standard deviations of event occurrence times are 0 
here as the total number of used events is quite small.
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of terms contained in the event. Here, we assume that 
word ordering does not affect event similarity, following 
some previous models on sentence similarity computa-
tion such as WMD (Word Mover’s Distance) [18] and 
SIF (Smooth Inverse Frequency) [1]. However, we note 
that word ordering can be an important factor when com-
puting historical event similarity.

• To prepare historical events for a given entity, we cap-
ture all sentences containing dates in the History section 
of the Wikipedia article corresponding to the entity. We 
detect the temporal expressions by using spaCy5 tool. 
We adopt this extraction method motivated by the previ-
ous work [3, 8]. However, when preprocessing datasets, 
more refined methods for associating time with sentences 
could be applied (e.g., [16]).

• We would like to emphasize that the proposed task is a 
novel kind of historical knowledge generation and organ-
ization. Our work makes the first endeavor to propose a 
optimization formulation for the history-based exemplar 
detection task. This could offer interesting insights to his-
torians, especially, as professionals could provide more 
complete data as an input. Furthermore, based on the 
history-based entity grouping we propose, a history of 
any given entity could be now seen not independently but 
rather in relation to the typical history of an underlying 
latent group it belongs to.

• The method can be extended such that latent groups 
can be detected for different time periods (e.g., histories 
of cities during the Renaissance or histories of famous 
persons during their early careers). Different input time 
periods will usually result in different discovered latent 
groups.

• As a prototype is composed of sentences extracted 
from diverse entities, naturally, coherence of a gener-
ated history can be an issue. Currently, we abstract from 
the extracted sentences by constructing timeline events 
through representative terms. In the future, abstractive 
summarization methods could be used.

• A related issue is that prototype events that may contra-
dict each other, though no such cases were observed in 
the experiments.

• Currently, the exemplars are selected on the basis of the 
similarities of their histories to histories of other entities. 
However, other attributes could be also considered in the 
process of exemplar selection—for instance, popularity 
or familiarity among users (e.g., while Dazaifu may be a 
good exemplar for its latent group, Kyoto which belongs 
to the same group is more known and recognized by 
potential users). Hence, entity popularity or importance 

could serve as an additional component for the exemplar 
selection (i.e., used as an additional constraint in OM).

9  Conclusions

It is natural for humans to categorize entities based on their 
common traits. Given the importance of history on shaping 
the characteristics of many entities, a useful way to form 
categories is by considering similarities in entity historical 
developments.

In this paper, we describe a problem of categorizing 
entities into history-based categories and constructing their 
comparative timelines for category characterization and 
understanding. To solve this problem, we propose an unsu-
pervised approach based on a concise optimization model 
and multiple random walks. The output summary is in the 
form of key events represented by the sets of meaningful 
words along with typical exemplar members. The effective-
ness of our methods is demonstrated in experiments on seven 
Wikipedia category datasets through both qualitative and 
quantitative analyses.

In the future, we plan to design more problem-specific 
optimization framework with better scalability based on its 
intrinsic flexibility for the purpose of entity summarization 
and understanding.
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